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GRUNTS, WINKS, & NODS :

WHAT MEETS THE AGREEMENT

ELEMENT OF A SECTION 1 CLAIM?

Robert L. Hubbard'
Director of Litigation, Antitrust Bureau
New York Office of the Attorney General,
New York, NY

I have an antitrust plaintiffs perspective on what should satisfy the agreemen t
element of a Section 1 claim. Far too many antitrust concerns are ignored because of ho w
the agreement element of the antitrust claim is analyzed by courts . For want of direct

evidence demonstrating that conspirators conveyed agreement with a grunt, a wink, or a
nod, a course of conduct that unreasonably restrains trade far too often fails to meet the
agreement element of a Section 1 claim.

Independent Decision Making Is an Important Antitrust Them e

I begin with the reminder that agreement is of course a fundamental tenet o f
Section 1 claims . As the United States Supreme Court explained in Copperweld Corp . v.
Independence Tube Corp.,' Section 1 "reaches unreasonable restraints of trade effected by a
'contract, combination . . . or conspiracy' between separate entities . It does not reach
conduct that is "wholly unilateral."' The Court emphasized that Congress treated concerte d
activity more strictly than unilateral conduct because concerted activity deprives the
marketplace of the independent centers of decision making that competition assumes an d
demands. In any conspiracy, two or more entities that previously pursued their ow n
interests separately are combining to act as one for their common benefit . This not only
reduces the diverse directions in which economic power is aimed but suddenly increases the
economic power moving in one particular direction'

The fundamental value is to preserve separate independent decision makers on cor e
competitive issues and foster competition on the merits as determined by the choices made
by purchasers, as opposed to competition as defined by an agreement . '

Yet, separate decision makers do not necessarily make separate decisions. Of course
and as a matter of overview antitrust theory; everybody doing the same thing — even on cor e
competitive issues like pricing -- is usually not an antitrust violation . As to commodities ,
everybody pricing the same may indicate a competitive market generating a market price .
For oligopolies, one firm must pay attention to and often follow (and certainly respond to )
the prices charged by another firm. That dynamic often leads to the same pricing .

1

	

Dimaor of Litigation, Antitrust Bums', New York State Department of Law . The opinions es pressed hcrt as my own views, and not ncmraril y
the vkwa of the Annmaa Bureau, New York Anomey Casual Eliot Spar, New York Seca, or any other sure .
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467 U .S . 752 (1984
5

	

467 U .S . as 768 (emphasis in original) .
4

	

467 U .S . at 768-69.
Recently, in WWa Cmnmun snots /r . u Law Offices of Canis u Minh, UP. No . 02-682, dip op. at 8 (U .S . Jan . 13, 20041, the Court
duraacriaed mlkuion as 'the supreme evil of anriwn.'
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Similarly, many retailers will use the retail price suggested by the manufacturer . Thus, the
challenge is to identify when decisions are not being made separately, without relying solel y
on evidence that the decisions are the same.

Agreement is a Hard Element to Establish

Defendants prefer any discussion of agreement to begin and end with Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp.' This preference is perfectly understandable ,
because the defendants in Matsushita prevailed on summary judgment and plaintiffs were
not allowed to submit their case to a fact finder, despite plaintiffs offering significan t
evidence of agreement. The Court's summary of evidence offered and the result the
defendants obtained illustrate the point :

In sum, . . . neither petitioners' pricing practices, nor their conduct in the
Japanese market, nor their agreements respecting prices and distributio n
in the American market, suffice to create a "genuine issue for trial."

Matsushita, 475 U.S. at 597 .

Plaintiffs do not salute and try to temper defendants' reliance on Matsushita . One
of the cases I cite for that purpose is also a Supreme Court case, Brown u Pro Football; a
decade more recent, and an 8-1 decision (as opposed to Matsushita} 5-4) :

Antitrust law . . . sometimes permits judges or juries to premise antitrust
liability upon little more than uniform behavior among competitors ,
preceded by conversations implying that later uniformity might prove
desirable, see, e .g., United States v. General Motors Corp., 384 U.S. 127 ,
142-43 (1966) ; United States u Foley, 598 F.2d 1323, 1331-1332 (4th
Cir. 1979), or accompanied by other conduct that in context suggests tha t
each competitor failed to make an independent decision, see, e .g. ,
American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 US 781, 809-10 (1946) ;
United States it. Masonite Corp., 316 US 208, 226-27 (1939) ; Interstate
Circuit, Inc. u United States, 306 U.S. 208, 226
27 (1939) . See generally Philip Areeda, Antitrust Law Section 1416-1427
(1986); Donald Turner, The Definition of Agreement Under Th e
Sherman Act Conscious Parallelism and Refusals to Deal, 75 Marv . L.
Rev. 655 (1962) . 7

Another one of my favorites is a Judge Posner decision, Isaksen it. Vermont Casting
Inc. : When a conspirator warns a non-complying dealer to "raise your prices or else" and th e
distributor "merely grunts but complies," there is an agreement . '

Despite my preferences, courts cite and rely on Matsushita much more than Brown
and Isakren. Using Judge Posner's words from Isaksen, plaintiffs can often prove th e
"conspirator's warning" and the "distributor's compliance ." Yet, for want of the "grunt, "
even when the opportunity and motive to "grunt" is present, Section 1 cases are lost .'
Indeed, the standard sometimes seems so high and businesses seem to have become s o
oblivious to the risk of antitrust liability that plaintiffs can gather evidence sufficient t o

s 475 U.S . 574 (1986) .
7 518 U.S . 231 .241 (19961 -
8 825 F.2d 1159, 1164 (7dt Cu. 1917) .
9 The mom legalistic definition by the 5 came Care of the agreement clement is a "conscious commitment to common ,demc. which in a rank

price maintet"nce esr could be shown evidence that the mmuficeumr sought and detnbmor "communicated in acquiescence or agre<mneni m
prim'sugcomd' by the =mamma. inn Ca. " Sr,gRie Sent Corp, 465 U.S . 752, 764 n.9 (1984) .
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make and prevail on motions for summary judgment on liability.'° That is, the evidence that

a plaintiff needs to survive summary judgment is sometimes enough not only to overcome
defendants' denials but also enough to establish summarily the agreement .

States" and other plaintiffs can blunt the force of Matsushita by arguing that

Matsushita applies only when the economic theory asserted by plaintiffs is implausible ." In

Matsushita, the Court considered plaintiffs' allegations that defendants agreed to price below

costs in the United States over a 20-year period, with the goal of eliminating U .S.

competitors. The Court found this theory "irrational" and "implausible," and ruled in favo r

of defendants . Again as phrased by the Court, but this time with the ellipsis filled in :

In sum, in light of the absence of any rational motive to conspire, neither
petitioners' pricing practices, nor their conduct in the Japanese market,
nor their agreements respecting prices and distribution in the America n
market, suffice to create a "genuine issue for trial . "

Matsushita, 475 U.S. at 597 (emphasis added) .

Elsewhere in the opinion, the five judge majority in Matsushita described what it

meant by "the absence of any rational motive to conspire ." The Court limited "rationality "
to economics, stating that an "implausible" claim is a claim "that simply makes no economic

sense." The Court further limited its discussion of "economic" motive to "profit" motive .
The Court stated that plaintiffs' claim was that "monopoly profits" would ultimatel y

compensate the defendants . "

Matsushita} conclusion that defendants lacked "any rational motive" is flawed as a
matter of statutory construction, economic theory, and fact. Illegal agreements in restraint
of trade should not be limited to agreements for which the defendants can expect to profi t

or otherwise benefit economically. The question simply should be whether Section 1 wa s

violated. Section 1 does not require the defendant to profit . Murder, jay-walking, an d
pollution need not be profitable (or even economically rational) to be illegal, and neithe r
should unreasonable restraints on trade.

Moreover, as a matter of theory, plausibility should not turn on the economic

profitability for the defendant ." Various economic theories, like game theory, could explai n

the conspiracy alleged by the plaintiffs in Matsushita." But from my perspective and more
fundamentally, the people who make and implement decisions for businesses, act for reason s

other than the profit to be made by the business .°Scientists who are not economists have
long explained human behavior in the workplace without assuming that only behavior that

is economically profitable to the business can occur.

la In re G elic. CD Amino Litt., 105 F. Supp . 2d 682 (ED . Mid,. 2000), afrd . 332 F.Jd 896 (6th C6. 2003); New York u Sr. Pratt HogiaL 94
F. Supp. 2d 399 (S.D.N .Y. 2000E

i, In addition ro argument. in variao brie& in their litigations. Stem have add.d the srr~mem dement of a section 1 claim in anti brie& in
aappppoon of petitions for cerdotari . whirl, petition' were denied. Brief of Amid Curiae Scum in Support of Petition for Certiorari . Hdvwea
Alknvk4 Mc. a hraah Gay efSerkrmkwen /r.. 531 U .S . 815 (2000) (No . 99-1844) ; Brief of Cd' mis in Support of Petition for Certiorari ,
f,aa~r bet . Raking O. a Corgi h /r. . 529 U .S . 1037 (2000) (No. 99-1218) . Thee amity are available on the advocacy portion of the vcbpage of
the fore Enforcement Committee of the ABMs Antitrust Seaton : hop ://www.abanaar8/antitruNmmmitt/cote-andtnut/advooq.b mL

12 E.g. . &a l bwemwraa /r. a Rrysl Beady Sapply lr.. 94 F1d 1032 . 1035-36 (6th Cie 1996) .
U 475 U.S. at 587 .
4 475 U.S. at 584 .
15 I should probably admit that I love long been skeptical of relying

	

heavily on economic analysis, as opposed to relying on sae law analyau . in
anmrrwt an Raw H1Km( MendelRv/wcse A Suppy Side Approach for Relevant Nod= Market Definitions . 48 Fordham L Rev. 1199 .
1204 n . 22 (1980) . 'coined in %IV J . Reprints For Anti.= L 8t Econ . 621 . 626 (1984) .

16 E.g., Charles E. Knob, Whither Predatory Prng' The Diverge= Between Judicial Decisions and Economic Theory : The American Airlines and
Virgin Atlantic Airways Gam. 3 Salons Confirm J. 9 (2002) .

i7 Even acceptrinmg{ a limitation to only economic incentives, the decision makers for buainom ace motivated by economic incentive other than th e
overall pmfiobiliry of the bosinaa, such as the pmfitebiliey of his or her plt of the business. his or her mmpneation or job security. or the scope of
the aecurrwe, domain .

a
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Finally and as a matter of fact, if behavior occurs, that behavior by definition i s
plausible ." Indeed, the Court may have come around on this point . In Matsushita, when the
Court's theory did not mesh with the alleged facts, the Court refused to allow plaintiffs to
submit their allegations to a fact finder. Six years later in Image Technical, the Court
declared that an economic theory that "does not explain the actual market behavior revealed
in the record" should be rejected ." When the economic theory did not mesh with the facts ,
the Court appropriately allowed the plaintiff to present those facts .

Indeed, some of the cases illustrate that the plausibility of the plaintiff's economic
theory should not be a basis for rejecting a plaintiff's claim if plaintiff's claim is otherwise
permissible . Like pornography, economic plausibility can be in the eye of the beholding
judge, and judges behold differently . For example, in Potash the six-judge en bane. majority
responded to plaintiffs' theory that the agreement could be inferred in part from companies
following a price leader as "ridiculous," reasoning that of course one firm's price rise would
be followed in an oligopolistic market? . Relying on facts, the five-judge dissent listed variou s
price rises that had not been followed prior to the alleged conspiracy?' Similarly, the Potash
majority held that direct communications by competitors on price after the price had been
quoted, as a matter of "common sense," did not support a finding of agreement " The
dissent in Potash accepted the economic theory that such communications could be found to
demonstrate the monitoring and enforcement of an agreement on price, much like a theor y
deemed "plausible" by the Third Circuit in Petruzzi's."

A More Nuanced Read of Matsushita Is Appropriate

All this is not to say that plaintiffs should have prevailed in Matsushita, or even that
plaintiffs should have been permitted to present their case CO the fact-finder. Antitrust law
should be skeptical of businesses complaining that competitors are charging too littl e
because such allegedly predatory acts look a lot like aggressively competitive acts . Perhaps
the result in Matsushita reflects that skepticism : the Court refused to allow a finding of an
illegal agreement to be based on defendants' price-cutting, which "the Court characterized a s
'the very essence of competition .''" And perhaps the agreement element of a Section 1 claim
was the only way to express that skepticism. For example, defendants had not appealed th e
holding that a horizontal predatory pricing conspiracy was per se illegal . "

The Court also has paused when presented with inferences of an agreement i n
resale price maintenance cases. The Court in Monsanto recognized that communications
between suppliers and distributors was a necessary and useful part of the competitive
process. Accordingly, the Court held that a retailer's complaint to the supplier about a
competing retailer's prices and the supplier's termination of the competing retailer, withou t

Ie {traps the most cogent nbutul to the Coon's eondusion in Marsha that the claim was economically implauaible is that the ultimate pal oldie
mcepmey alleged by the plunti6 in Matsuda appeal to have been tanned . U.S. manufacturers of =saner demonic am limpplIy not th e
competitive fora they once welt and the defendants profitabilityaapp ppeenn to have been enhanced by the dema of that U .S . mam&ausn In
addition . the victory may have mnuibored to the manufaaum s

.mpa
consumer electronics being inenskiee to their oblgatma under the anutn s

laws as 'tram to isle price maintenance . E.g ., Mary/ad a MmwMMMM QrrwwadaAntrim /s. . 1992-1 Trade Cat (CCH) Section 69,743 (D. Md.
1992) (fifty seas and D .C . S8 million settlement) ; Ma Yeti a Mama aj4aunira hoc, 775 F Sapp 676 (S .D.N .Y. 1991) (50 ma and D.C.
Inner than S29 million aetdcment) ; Mv. Wei a Masadiu The. G/. . 89 CM. 0368 (S.D .N.Y.1989) (50 mm. $16 million Immanent) .

I9 Lan.... Kodak Ca it Mar Twiaiul Smart Mc.. $04 U.S . 451 . 112 S. Q . 2072 . 2085 (1992) .
BLwhnt hniirer. la a Potash Cwt. . 203 Fad 1028. 1034 (8th Qt 2000) (en bas) (9n de Gov of thew dmmmam sad with the price
ladetahip of PCS in this oligopotunc industry, it would have been ridiculous for the remaining companies to not alt rake their prim in a parallel
Euhion .' (emphasis added)) .

21 Bins rn Findlay Mc. t llraah G/ ., 203 F.3d 1028, 1039-40 (8th Cu. 2000) (en bane) (dissent) (90 4a, (four separate companies) had eac h
tried to inane prim unilaterally during 1986 and wee forced to rescind the inane when the other pndnan undercut than .') .

22

	

Id at 1034.
21 Id. at 1042.43 ; Asaaa'l 1GA $q.n s 4n. Inc. it 4rdi -.elms w Ca, 998 F.2d 1224 . 1233 (3d Cb. 1993) (a cartel needs enf eenzcn t

mechanisms).
24 lanrVat.

	

Blw,.Mj LI!, 340 F.3d 144, 162 (3d Cie. 2003) (quoting M.awrhua 475 U.S . u 594) .
n 475 U .S. at $84-85 ('flit Court ofAppeals found that mpoodeas a0caaan of a hoc onml conspiracy to engage in predatory pricing, ifpmd.

would be a per se violation of section 1 of the Sherman An . Pkvmnen did not appal from that mndaion.'(Matnn and footnotes omitted)) .
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more, was not enough evidence of a resale price agreement to survive summary judgment . "

Yet, any sort of link between the complaints and the termination was . The specific evidence

held adequate by the Court in Monsanto included Monsanto telling price cutters that the y
would not get supplies, which the Court labeled direct evidence of the alleged agreement 2 1
In addition, the Court pointed to "arguably more ambiguous" evidence, consisting of a

newsletter from a distributor to his dealer-customers reporting on a meeting with Monsanto
discussing "efforts to get the market in order" and that "every effort will be made t o

maintain a minimum market price level ."" Despite the propriety of communications

between suppliers and distributors, the "ambiguity" of the evidence, and Monsanto's lette r
six weeks later "disavow[ing) any intent to enter into an agreement on resale prices," th e
Court held that interpretation of this evidence "properly was left to the jury.""

The challenge is to apply a rule that incorporates the Court's skepticism i n
Matnahita and the pause in Monsanto? The Ninth Circuit's phrasing of the rule begins to
meet the challenge: A "trial judge should not permit an inference of antitrust conspirac y
from circumstantial evidence where to do so would have the effect of deterring significant
procompetitive conduct ."31 Yet, most cases lack the nuance used in that phrasing.

Rather, far too many courts do not permit an inference of an agreement from
circumstantial evidence where to do so would have the effect of deterring arguabl y
procompetitive conduct, or, even worse, mere arguably permissible conduct . In applying
that reined rule, these cases contrast sharply with articulation of the applicable law i n
Brown, which was quoted more fully above :

Antitrust law . . . sometimes permits judges or juries to premise antitrus t
liability upon little more than uniform behavior among competitors ,
preceded by conversations implying that later uniformity might prov e
desirable or accompanied by other conduct that in context suggests that
each competitor failed to make an independent decision . "

The most problematic of these cases are circuit court decisions addressing
allegations of per se illegal agreements among horizontal competitors. One plaintiff lost o n
summary judgment despite evidence that a questionnaire on how to compete was completed
by competitors and everyone's completed questionnaire was distributed by a trade
association. The general condusion of those questionnaires was that defendants "could bes t
compete" by enforcing exclusivity provisions in their contracts, which the competitors later
did." Using the Ninth Circuit's rule, I do not see a procompetitive benefit of conveying an d

conferring about competitive strategies at a trade association meeting and would not shield
this activity from potential antitrust liability. Similarly, one of the defendants secured

26 Massaa G. it Sp,gRee Sets Cwp 465 U.S. 752 . 763-64 (1984) . Ina footnote, the Coon added "We do not mggrtt that evidence o f
mmplainu her no probative slue at all . but only that the burden remains on the antitrust plaintiff to introduce additional evidence sufficient t o

at~p~rt a finding of an unlawful mnoaa, combination . or mnapbscy" Id at 764 n .8 .
iI 465 U.S. u 765 .
28 465 U.S. at 76546 K n.10.
29 465 U.S. at 766 n .l I .
30 This rule would be something other than the usual mnc :pu that arise when askin whether adequate evidence her been pescnred by the plaintiffs t o

mntinue the lititpLion . The nde would apply only if plaintiffs pounced some evidence of the agreement .
f, In re hnefeaw Ae6ien Memo Liagwa. 906 F.2d 432 . 439 (9th Cu. 1990).
12 B. it Pie Foods/1, 518 U .S. 231, 241 (1996) .
33 7bnepe Erans. Inc it National Calk A/uniting LP. . 57 E3d 1317, 1324 (4rh Cb. 1995) .
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summary judgment despite sufficient evidence from which to infer a market allocatio n
agreement among two other companies in the industry, all three companies competing only
for new accounts, direct communications including socializing between the prevailin g
defendant and the conspiring defendants, and other evidence ." Again, I do not see th e
procompetitive benefits of socializing with your competitors and do not think antitrust la w
should shield that activity from potential antitrust liability . My final example is a grant o f
summary judgment to one defendant, while other defendants had already pled guilty to a

price-fixing agreement. The evidence against the prevailing defendant included nearl y
identical price lists as those of the conspiring defendants, the conspiring defendants price

lists in the prevailing defendant's files, meetings and telephone conversations between the
prevailing defendant and the conspiring defendants (including conversations about prices) ,
and other evidence that "could be interpreted as evidence of a horizontal conspiracy but als o

could be construed in a benign light." Again, I do not see the procompetitive benefits of
communications among competitors that we need to protect, and permitting the inferenc e
of an agreement is neither anticompetitive or substantially anticompetitive .

34 Anusi /GA 36penr.et". /u Odi'lAetwn Ca, 998 F1d 1224, 1234-37 . 1241, 1246 (3d Cr. 1993).
35 G rc Cime Acid Li gene. 191 F.3d 1090, 1102-06 (9th Ca 1999).
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